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SteamForward    Ann K. Howley 

Who doesn’t love Pi?

Clara, a fifth grader at Providence Heights Alpha School in Allison Park, is 
showing me the special headband she is wearing.

“It’s a pi headband,” she grins.
Fashioned from bright pink crepe paper, her headband features a long 

string of numbers that starts with 3.14 and takes pi to the 28th place as it circles 
her head. In addition to wearing pi to school that day, she also brought a guest 
mathematician (her mother, Christal) and a pecan pie.

Today is March 14, 2018. Welcome to Pi Day at Alpha School.
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Pi what?
The mathematical sign pi has not always been 

the subject of such whimsy. The most important 
thing about pi is that it represents the ratio of a 
circle’s circumference to its diameter, which means 
you can’t get very far in geometry without it. The 
ancient Greek mathematician, Archimedes, is largely 
credited with being the first person to accurately 
calculate its estimated value of 3.14.

Every year, scientists, teachers, students and 
numbers geeks have found creative ways to 
celebrate pi, pie, math and coincidentally, Albert 
Einstein’s birthday, on March 14th (3.14… get it?) 
However, in 2009, Pi Day became an official national 
holiday.

At the Alpha School, math teacher Sue Shick 
has been organizing Pi Day activities for the last six 
years.

“It’s our annual celebration of our love of math,” 
she says.

Pi Day the Alpha way
When I walk into the auditorium, I pass under 

a colorful banner that reads “Happy Pi Day 3.14.” 
Admissions director, Claire Hartman, explains that 
there are five stations where the kids and parents 
have 15 minutes to work the puzzles and solve the 
equations before moving on to the next station.

At one table, a group of boys are studying rows 
of numbers that fill a pink sheet of paper. Stephanie 
Forbes, who teaches sixth to eighth grade math, 
explains that they have 30 seconds to memorize as 
many digits as possible, starting with 3.14.

“How many numbers can you memorize?” I ask 
the boys.

A young man named Carson tells me that he 
memorized pi to 24 digits.

Good heavens.
Throughout the morning, I enjoy observing the 

Pi Day festivities. Fourth grader, Emma Schupansky, 
and her mom, Susan, are wearing matching Pi 
Day T shirts that they designed for the occasion. 
Eighth-grader, Anna, is trying to think of as many 
words as she can that contain the letters “pi.” She is 
scribbling on a worksheet that is almost full.

At the Full STEAM Ahead table, kids are 
constructing foil boats, placing them in bowls of 
water and dropping pennies onto their boat to see 
how many it can hold before sinking.

One impressive boat, loaded with 67 pennies, is 
still floating.

“I hope to get to 100,” says the boy who built it.
I smile at another determined boy who keeps 

dropping pennies, although his boat already sank 
to the bottom of the bowl. “…35…36…37…” he 
counts.
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Patrick Rolling in Candy

Pizza Pi

There are so many clever games, 
puzzles and brain teasers, I wonder if 
they use the same games every year, 
but Ms. Shick assures me the only 
game they do every year is the popular 
Circumference Roll.

La Roche College professor, Dr. 
Kathryn Silvis, is in charge of this table, 
which has cylindrical shaped items, like 
cans, various containers and a Quaker 
Oats box. For each item, the kids have 
to guess which is bigger, the height or 
the circumference. After completing 
their worksheet, school employee, Ms. 
Ervin, fastens a strip of sticky packing 
tape around their “circumference” (their 
waist) and they get to lie down and roll 
across a mat strewn with candy.

Thirteen-year old Patrick is the first 
one from his group to do it.

“I’m rolling in candy,” he says 
exuberantly. “This is my dream.”

It’s Pie Day, Too
Rolling in candy might be Patrick’s 

dream come true, but, to me, the Pie 
Table, laden with sweet confections, 
as well as pizza baked in the shape of 
a π, is what makes Pi Day at the Alpha 
School particularly delicious.  n

Ann K. Howley enjoys writing about 
STEAM education in Pittsburgh. If 
you have a story idea, contact her at 
akhowley@gmail.com.
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